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Just Kidding! is the first book in a hilarious series of short stories about the
world's smartest, craziest and most annoying practical joker from the creators of
the bestselling Treehouse series, Andy Griffiths and Terry Denton. Is this the
right book for you? Take the JUST KIDDING TEST and find out! 1. Do you ever
pretend that you are sick to get out of going to school? 2. Do you leave banana
skins in the middle of busy footpaths? 3. Do you wish that every day could be
April Fools' Day? SCORE: One point for each yes answer. 3. You are a practical
joking genius. You will love this book. 1-2. You are a good practical joker. You
will love this book. 0. You are not a practical joker. You will love this book. (Just
Kidding! was originally published as Just Tricking!)
Meet Andy and Terry. They make books together in the world's coolest
treehouse! They've got loads of different storeys in their home in the sky: you can
find a marshmallow machine, the world's most powerful whirlpool, a penguin iceskating rink, a tank full of sharks and a human pinball machine, among many
other things. But none of these help them agree on their special story for World
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Book Day – and it's not just Mr Big Nose keeping an eye on them now, but the
story police too! Terry's Dumb Dot Story is a special World Book Day Treehouse
adventure from Andy Griffiths and Terry Denton, told through a combination of
laugh-out-loud text and fantastic cartoon-style illustrations. Well, what are you
waiting for? Come on up!
Reckless is an exciting, sexy anthology from three hot authors of urban lit.
''Desperate Housewife'' by Cydney Rax Carmen Foster thinks she has it all -- a
perfect house, kids, and marriage -- until she stumbles upon racy texts from her
husband, Forrest, to his baby mama, Toni, who desperately wants Forrest back.
Carmen has an affair of her own, but when scheming Toni threatens to reveal her
secret, revenge takes an unexpected turn. ''Sinful'' by Niobia Bryant A
psychologist specializing in addiction, Brie Bailey is surprised to find that her
work is affecting her personal life in unexpected ways. When her impulsive
behavior leads her into a web of danger, her life spins out of control. ''L.A.
Confidential'' by Grace Octavia Stevie Silver, Black Hollywood's sitcom
sweetheart, is in for a run of very bad luck. Her conniving assistant, Kristine, has
her sights on Stevie's career -- and on her television producer husband. When a
series of betrayals comes to a head, more than stardom is at stake.
Join Andy and Terry in their wonderfully wild and wacky 104-storey treehouse.
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You can throw some refrigerators, make some money with the money-making
machine (or honey if you'd prefer-it makes that too), climb the never-ending
staircase, have a bunfight, deposit some burps in the burp bank, get totally
tangled up in the tangled-up level, or just take some time out and relax in the
peaceful sunny meadow full of buttercups, butterflies and bluebirds. Well, what
are you waiting for? Come on up!
PLEASE NOTE: THIS EBOOK DOES NOT CONTAIN PHOTOS INCLUDED IN
THE PRINT EDITION. Deemed "a prodigy among biographers" by The New York
Times Book Review, Michael Holroyd transformed biography into an art. Now he
turns his keen observation, humane insight, and epic scope on an ensemble
cast, a remarkable dynasty that presided over the golden age of theater. Ellen
Terry was an ethereal beauty, the child bride of a Pre-Raphaelite painter who
made her the face of the age. George Bernard Shaw was so besotted by her gifts
that he could not bear to meet her, lest the spell she cast from the stage be
broken. Henry Irving was an ambitious, harsh-voiced merchant's clerk, but once
he painted his face and spoke the lines of Shakespeare, his stammer fell away to
reveal a magnetic presence. He would become one of the greatest actormanagers in the history of the theater. Together, Terry and Irving created a
powerhouse of the arts in London's Lyceum Theatre, with Bram Stoker—who
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would go on to write Dracula—as manager. Celebrities whose scandalous private
lives commanded global attention, they took America by stormin wildly popular
national tours. Their all-consuming professional lives left little room for their
brilliant but troubled children. Henry's boys followed their father into the theater
but could not escape the shadow of his fame. Ellen's feminist daughter, Edy,
founded an avant-garde theater and a largely lesbian community at her mother's
country home. But it was Edy's son, the revolutionary theatrical designer Edward
Gordon Craig, who possessed the most remarkable gifts and the most perplexing
inability to realize them. A now forgotten modernist visionary, he collaborated
with the Russian director Stanislavski on a production of Hamlet that forever
changed the way theater was staged. Maddeningly self-absorbed, he inherited
his mother's potent charm and fathered thirteen children by eight women,
including a daughter with the dancer Isadora Duncan. An epic story spanning a
century of cultural change, A Strange Eventful History finds space for the intimate
moments of daily existence as well as the bewitching fantasies played out by its
subjects. Bursting with charismatic life, it is an incisive portrait of two families who
defied the strictures of their time. It will be swiftly recognized as a classic. Please
note: This ebook edition does not contain photos and illustrations that appeared
in the print edition.
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Modern humans have come a long way in the seventy thousand years they’ve
walked the earth. Art, science, culture, trade—on the evolutionary food chain,
we’re true winners. But it hasn’t always been smooth sailing, and
sometimes—just occasionally—we’ve managed to truly f*ck things up. Weaving
together history, science, politics and pop culture, Humans offers a panoramic
exploration of humankind in all its glory, or lack thereof. From Lucy, our first
ancestor, who fell out of a tree and died, to General Zhou Shou of China, who
stored gunpowder in his palace before a lantern festival, to the Austrian army
attacking itself one drunken night, to the most spectacular fails of the present
day, Humans reveals how even the most mundane mistakes can shift the course
of civilization as we know it. Lively, wry and brimming with brilliant insight, this
unique compendium offers a fresh take on world history and is one of the most
entertaining reads of the year.
“A twisted modern love story” (Parade), Tell Me Lies is a sexy, thrilling novel
about that one person who still haunts you—the other one. The wrong one. The
one you couldn’t let go of. The one you’ll never forget. Lucy Albright is far from
her Long Island upbringing when she arrives on the campus of her small
California college and happy to be hundreds of miles from her mother—whom
she’s never forgiven for an act of betrayal in her early teen years. Quickly
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grasping at her fresh start, Lucy embraces college life and all it has to offer. And
then she meets Stephen DeMarco. Charming. Attractive. Complicated.
Devastating. Confident and cocksure, Stephen sees something in Lucy that no
one else has, and she’s quickly seduced by this vision of herself, and the sense
of possibility that his attention brings her. Meanwhile, Stephen is determined to
forget an incident buried in his past that, if exposed, could ruin him, and his singleminded drive for success extends to winning, and keeping, Lucy’s heart. Lucy
knows there’s something about Stephen that isn’t to be trusted. Stephen knows
Lucy can’t tear herself away. And their addicting entanglement will have
consequences they never could have imagined. Alternating between Lucy’s and
Stephen’s voices, Tell Me Lies follows their connection through college and postcollege life in New York City. “Readers will be enraptured” (Booklist) by the
“unforgettable beauties in this very sexy story” (Kirkus Review). With the
psychological insight and biting wit of Luckiest Girl Alive, and the yearning
ambitions and desires of Sweetbitter, this keenly intelligent and supremely
resonant novel chronicles the exhilaration and dilemmas of young adulthood and
the difficulty of letting go—even when you know you should.
Andy and Terry's treehouse now has 13 new storeys, including a tiny-horse level,
a pyjama-party room, an Underpants Museum, a photo-bombing booth, a waiting
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room, a Door of Doom, a circus, a giant-robot-fighting arena, a traffic school, a
water-ski park filled with flesh-eating piranhas and a treehouse visitor centre with
a 24-hour information desk, a penguin-powered flying treehouse tour bus and a
gift shop.Well, what are you waiting for? Come on up!
“Guides readers toward the road less consumptive, offering practical advice and moral
support while making a convincing case that individual actions . . . do matter.”
—Elizabeth Royte, author, Garbage Land and Bottlemania Like many people, Beth Terry
didn’t think an individual could have much impact on the environment. But while laid up
after surgery, she read an article about the staggering amount of plastic polluting the
oceans, and decided then and there to kick her plastic habit. In Plastic-Free, she shows
you how you can too, providing personal anecdotes, stats about the environmental and
health problems related to plastic, and individual solutions and tips on how to limit your
plastic footprint. Presenting both beginner and advanced steps, Terry includes handy
checklists and tables for easy reference, ways to get involved in larger community
actions, and profiles of individuals—Plastic-Free Heroes—who have gone beyond
personal solutions to create change on a larger scale. Fully updated for the paperback
edition, Plastic-Free also includes sections on letting go of eco-guilt, strategies for
coping with overwhelming problems, and ways to relate to other people who aren’t as
far along on the plastic-free path. Both a practical guide and the story of a personal
journey from helplessness to empowerment, Plastic-Free is a must-read for those
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concerned about the ongoing health and happiness of themselves, their children, and
the planet.
Gasp as Andy careers down a hill in an abandoned pram wearing only a nappy Groan
as he desperately looks for a toilet in a shopping centre before he explodes Squirm as
he shoves twenty marshmallows in his mouth without swallowing But most of all, laugh
Because Andy Griffiths is back with nine hysterically stupid tales....
Andy always narrates the Treehouse stories. That's because Terry is the illustrator and
'illustrators can't narrate-everybody knows that!' Everyone except Terry, that is. He can
tell a story too. Just watch what he can do. He begins with a dot. A dot that joins up with
some lines. Some lines that join up with some shapes. Some shapes that go ...
KABLAM! And that's just the beginning of the Trouble in the Treehouse.
Grandma finds a way to dispel her grandchild's fear of thunderstorms.
Join Andy and Terry in their newly expanded treehouse, which now features 13 brandnew storeys, including a dodgem car rink, a skate ramp, a mud-fighting arena, an antigravity chamber, an ice-cream parlour with 78 flavours run by an ice-cream serving
robot called Edward Scooperhands and the Maze of Doom – a maze so complicated
that nobody who has gone in has ever come out again... well, not yet, anyway.Well,
what are you waiting for? Come on up!
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Day My Butt Went Psycho!, comes
a collection of ten slimy, rhymey, easy-to-read Dr. Seuss-style short stories. Muck! Uck!
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Yuck! It is just bad luck When the truck of a duck Gets stuck in the muck? Wacky
rhymes that won't bore! All of this and so much more; What are you waiting for? With
silly rhymes, sound effects, and hilarious art on every page, Andy Griffiths and
illustrator Terry Denton capture slapstick physical comedy in a book so easy to read
that early elementary school students can read it themselves!
Meet Andy and Terry. They make books together in the world's coolest treehouse!
They've got loads of different storeys in their home in the sky: you can find a
marshmallow machine, the world's most powerful whirlpool, a penguin ice-skating rink,
a tank full of sharks and a human pinball machine, among many other things. But none
of these help them agree on their special story for World Book Day - and it's not just Mr
Big Nose keeping an eye on them now, but the story police too!Terry's Dumb Dot Story
is a special World Book Day Treehouse adventure from Andy Griffiths and Terry
Denton, told through a combination of laugh-out-loud text and fantastic cartoon-style
illustrations.Well, what are you waiting for? Come on up!
A new land has surfaced and so have old feuds. And as two armies march,
Commander Vimes of Ankh-Morpork City Watch has got just a few hours to deal with a
crime so big that there’s no law against it. It’s called “war.” He’s facing unpleasant
foes who are out to get him . . .that’s just the people on his side. The enemy might
even be worse. And his pocket Dis-organizer says he’s got “Die” under “Things to do
today.
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The birth of Jesus has been well chronicled, as have his glorious teachings, acts, and
divine sacrifice after his thirtieth birthday. But no one knows about the early life of the
Son of God, the missing years -- except Biff, the Messiah's best bud, who has been
resurrected to tell the story in the divinely hilarious yet heartfelt work "reminiscent of
Vonnegut and Douglas Adams" (Philadelphia Inquirer). Verily, the story Biff has to tell is
a miraculous one, filled with remarkable journeys, magic, healings, kung fu, corpse
reanimations, demons, and hot babes. Even the considerable wiles and devotion of the
Savior's pal may not be enough to divert Joshua from his tragic destiny. But there's no
one who loves Josh more -- except maybe "Maggie," Mary of Magdala -- and Biff isn't
about to let his extraordinary pal suffer and ascend without a fight.
New York Times-bestselling team Andy Griffiths and Terry Denton invite readers to
come hang out with them in their 143-Story Treehouse—the eleventh book in the
illustrated chapter book series filled with Andy and Terry's signature slapstick humor!
Andy and Terry live in a 143-story treehouse. Or, at least they WILL live in a 143-story
treehouse once they finish building all 13 new levels! The upgrades to the treehouse
are still under construction and therefore super-duper top secret, but The 143-Story
Treehouse is sure to be the zaniest adventure yet. Praise for Andy Griffiths and the
Treehouse series: "Anarchic absurdity at its best. . . . Denton's manic cartooning
captures every twist and turn in hilarious detail." —Publishers Weekly, starred review, on
The 13-Story Treehouse "Will appeal to fans of Jeff Kinney and Dav Pilkey. . . . The
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wonderfully random slapstick humor is tailor-made for reluctant readers. . . . A treat for
all." —Booklist on The 13-Story Treehouse Read the whole series! The 13-Story
Treehouse The 26-Story Treehouse The 39-Story Treehouse The 52-Story Treehouse
The 65-Story Treehouse The 78-Story Treehouse The 91-Story Treehouse The
104-Story Treehouse The 117-Story Treehouse The 130-Story Treehouse The
143-Story Treehouse
Everyone knows that fossil fuels won’t last forever. Something needs to change at
some point, regardless of whether the issue is climate change or because we need a
practical replacement for petroleum as cheap supplies run out. But while headlines
suggest that a green-energy paradise is around the corner, not many are aware of the
immense technical challenges that stand in its way. To turn our backs on fossil fuels, a
staggering amount of work will be required to refit a global energy sector that has grown
systematically for over a century. News of the latest green advancements can make it
seem like plug-and-play technology, and simply a matter of switching from one source
to another. In reality, the challenge is far greater, and infinitely more complicated. To
make matters worse, environmentalists and fossil-fuel defenders wage continuous but
fruitless war, and the growing gap makes it impossible to have any sort of constructive
dialogue. Each camp becomes more locked in their position with every exchange, and
the most revolutionary ideas never see the light of day. Instead of building, time and
money are wasted sparring. Sparing no sacred cows, Terry Etam cuts through the
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media rhetoric, government propaganda, and widespread ignorance of the energy
sector to get to the heart of what needs to change—and what needs to stay the same—if
the challenges of moving away from fossil fuels are to be met, while maintaining the
quality of life we have come to expect and rely on.
Surprise, absurdity, and laugh-out-loud humor are the hallmarks of this New York
Times-bestselling author, and in Killer Koalas from Outer Space, Griffiths offers up a
collection of ridiculous stories featuring zombie kittens, rocket stealing ants, and of
course, killer koalas from outer space.
A story that you and your butt will never forget! Join Zack on his epic journey across the
Great Windy Desert and through the Brown Forest, to reclaim his runaway butt. (Based
on a true story.) Zack Freeman is ready to tell his story...the story of a brave young boy
and his crazy runaway butt. The story of a crack butt-fighting unit called the B-team, a
legendary Butt Hunter's formidable daghter, and some of the ugliest and meanest butts
ever to roam the face of the Earth. A story of endurance that takes Zack on an epic
journey across the Great Windy Desert, through the Brown Forest, and over the Sea of
Butts before descending into the heart of an explosive buttcano to confront the biggest,
ugliest, and meanest butt of them all!
Andy and Terry live in a treehouse. But it's not just any old treehouse, it's the most
amazing treehouse in the world! This treehouse has thirteen stories, a bowling alley, a
see-through swimming pool, a secret underground laboratory, and a marshmallow
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machine that follows you around and automatically shoots marshmallows into your
mouth whenever you are hungry. Life would be perfect for Andy and Terry if it wasn't for
the fact that they have to write their next book, which is almost impossible because
there are just so many distractions, including thirteen flying cats, giant bananas,
mermaids, a sea monsters pretending to be mermaids, enormous gorillas, and
dangerous burp gas-bubblegum bubbles! Join the fun with The 13-Story Treehouse by
Andy Griffiths and Terry Denton. This title has Common Core connections.
A sequel to The 13-Story Treehouse finds Andy and Terry recounting the story of how
they first met, an adventure marked by emergency shark operations, giant storms and
wooden pirate heads.
Do you bounce so high on your bed that you hit your head on the ceiling? Do you ever
look in the mirror and see a crazy maniac staring back at you? Nine highly original,
humorous stories complemented by imaginative and hilarious illustrations from one of
Australia's most well-known and acclaimed illustrators, Terry Denton....
Spells and prophecies sew havoc in the fight for humankind in the 4th novel of the #1
New York Times bestselling author’s epic fantasy series. Having taken his rightful
place as Lord Rahl, ruler of D’Hara, Richard must once again postpone his wedding to
Kahlan Amnell in order to face the fearsome Imperial Order in a fight for the New World
and the freedom of humankind. But while Richard has the brave people of D’Hara at
his command, Emperor Jagang of the Imperial Order has a significant advantage: he
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doesn’t fight fair. Jagang invokes a prophecy that binds Richard and Kahlan to a fate of
pain, betrayal, and a path to the Underworld. At Jagang’s behest, a Sister of the Dark
gains access into the fabled Temple of the Winds and unleashes a plague that sweeps
across the lands like a firestorm. To stop the plague, Richard and Kahlan must risk
everything they have—and everything they’ve hoped for.
In its 68 fully illustrated, 99.9% fact-free chapters, What Body Part Is That? will explain
everything you ever needed to know about your body without the boring technical
jargon and scientific accuracy that normally clog up the pages of books of this type.
Never again will you be stuck for an answer when somebody comes up to you, points at
a part of your body and demands to know, "What body part is that?" That is all there is
to know about this book.
Take three friends. Add an old cookbook. Combine with cute boys and a pinch of
magic…and see what kind of chaos ensues! When Kelly Quinn and her two BFFs
discover a dusty old cookbook while cleaning out the attic, the girls decide to try a few
of the mysterious and supposedly magical recipes that are inside. To their surprise, the
Keep ’Em Quiet Cobbler actually silences Kelly’s pesky little brother and the Hexberry
Tart puts a curse on mean girl Charlotte. Is it possible that the recipes really are magic?
Who wrote them and where did they come from? And most importantly of all, when
boys get involved, what kind of trouble are the girls stirring up for themselves?
Stuff to write! Pictures to draw! Puzzles to solve! And so much more! Grab your
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Treehouse passport and hold on tight for an adventure through the bestselling
Treehouse series. Join Andy, Terry and Jill as they combine animals, create magical
kingdoms, time travel, solve crosswords, search for words, colour and scribble, spot the
difference, find the odd one out, crack codes and so much more!
New York Times-bestselling team Andy Griffiths and Terry Denton invite readers to
come hang out with them in their 117-Story Treehouse—the ninth book in the illustrated
chapter book series filled with Andy and Terry's signature slapstick humor! Andy and
Terry live in a 117-story treehouse. (It used to be a 104-story treehouse, but it just
keeps growing!) It now has a pajama-party room, a water-ski park filled with flesheating piranhas, an Underpants Museum, a giant-fighting-robot arena, and the Door of
Doom (don’t open it or you’ll be COMPLETELY and UTTERLY DOOMED!). For as
long as Andy and Terry have been writing books together, Andy has always been the
narrator and Terry has always been the illustrator. But when Terry tries to prove that he
can narrate as well as draw, the story goes completely out of control and the Story
Police arrive to arrest the whole treehouse team for crimes against storytelling! Andy,
Terry and Jill go on the run, but how long can they evade the Story Police and stay out
of Story Jail? Praise for Andy Griffiths and the Treehouse series: "Anarchic absurdity at
its best. . . . Denton's manic cartooning captures every twist and turn in hilarious detail."
—Publishers Weekly, starred review, on The 13-Story Treehouse "Will appeal to fans of
Jeff Kinney and Dav Pilkey. . . . The wonderfully random slapstick humor is tailor-made
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for reluctant readers. . . . A treat for all." —Booklist on The 13-Story Treehouse Read the
whole series! The 13-Story Treehouse The 26-Story Treehouse The 39-Story
Treehouse The 52-Story Treehouse The 65-Story Treehouse The 78-Story Treehouse
The 91-Story Treehouse The 104-Story Treehouse The 117-Story Treehouse
In a very bad wood,There was a very bad house.And in that very bad house,There was
a very bad room.And in that very bad room,There was a very bad cupboard.And in that
very bad cupboard,There was a very bad shelf.And on that very bad shelf,There was a
very bad box.And in that very bad box,There was a VERY BAD BOOK...AND THIS IS
IT!!!
There are lots of laughs at every level in The 117-Storey Treehouse, the ninth book in
the number one bestselling Treehouse series from Andy Griffiths and Terry Denton.
Andy and Terry have added another thirteen levels of crazy fun to their every-growing
treehouse. They've got a tiny-horse level, a pyjama-party room, an Underpants
Museum and Treehouse Information Centre! But Andy and Terry have found
themselves running from the Story Police and the only way to escape, is through the
terrifying Door of Doom! Join the adventure that inspired the World Book Day
bestseller, Terry's Dumb Dot Story in this laugh-out-loud story told through a
combination of text and fantastic cartoon-style illustrations. With 117 amazing levels to
discover in the Treehouse series, what are you waiting for? Come on up!
CBBC Book of the Month, June 2017 Perfect for fans of David Walliams, Roald Dahl
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and Liz Pichon, this is a hilarious and warm-hearted story about family, friends and
wrestling by multi-award-shortlisted author Phil Earle, illustrated by award-winning
artist, Sara Ogilvie. This is the story of Jake Biggs and his dad, George. George spends
all week knocking down buildings ... and all weekend knocking down wrestlers! He's the
Demolition Man, and Jake couldn't be prouder. But when Jake hears about a prowrestling competition in the USA, and persuades his beloved dad to apply, things don't
quite turn out the way he expected ... Phil Earle's first novel for younger readers of
9-11, DEMOLITION DAD is DANNY THE CHAMPION OF THE WORLD in Spandex, a
book bursting with humour and heart. Perfect for Father's Day this June!
With rights sold around the world, this irreverent comic adventure spanning three continents is
poised to be one of the most talked about fiction débuts of the year. A Fraction of the Whole
marks the arrival of an ambitious new writer who deftly mixes humour, surprise, and astute
observations of the human condition to create a novel that entertains, scandalizes, and
enlightens. Martin Dean spent his entire life analyzing absolutely everything – from the benefits
of suicide to the virtues of strip clubs versus brothels. Now that he’s dead, his son Jasper can
fully reflect on the man who raised him in intellectual captivity. As he recollects the
extraordinary events that led to his father’s demise, Jasper recounts a boyhood of outrageous
schemes and shocking discoveries – about his infamous and long dead criminal uncle, his
tortured and mysteriously absent European mother, and Martin’s constant losing battle to
make a lasting impression on the world. It’s a story that takes them from the Australian bush to
the cafés of bohemian Paris, from the Thai jungle to labyrinths, mental hospitals, and criminal
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lairs, from the highs of first love to the lows of rejection and failed ambition. The result is an
uproarious indictment of the ridiculousness of the modern world and its mores, and the moving,
memorable story of a father and son whose spiritual symmetry transcends all their many
shortcomings. I spent the next day staring into empty space. I get a lot of joy out of air, and if
sunlight hits the floating specs of dust so you see the whirling dance of atoms, so much the
better. During the day, Dad breezed in and out of my room and clicked his tongue, which in our
family meant: ‘You’re an idiot.’ In the afternoon, he came back in with a loaded grin. He had
a brilliant idea, and couldn’t wait to tell me about it. It had suddenly occurred to him to throw
me out of the house, and what did I think of his brainwave? I told him I was concerned about
him eating all his meals alone because the clinking of cutlery on a plate echoing through an
empty house is one of the top five depressing noises of all time. --from A Fraction of the Whole
What's black and white and read all over the world? The New York Times–bestselling
Treehouse series, of course! International author-illustrator superstar duo Andy Griffiths and
Terry Denton are back, and this time they've cooked up a hilarious joke book to complement
their beloved chapter book series. Chock-full of gags, quips, and puns—both all-new and some
that were previously featured in The 104-Story Treehouse—The Treehouse Joke Book
promises countless laughs both for existing fans and newcomers to the Treehouse universe.
The Unadulterated Cat is becoming an endangered species as more and more of us settle for
those boring mass-produced cats the ad-men sell us - the pussies that purr into their goldplated food bowls on the telly. But the Campaign for Real Cats sets out to change all that by
helping us to recognise a true, unadulterated cat when we see one. For example: real cats
have ears that look like they've been trimmed with pinking shears; real cats never wear flea
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collars . . . or appear on Christmas cards . . . or chase anything with a bell in it; real cats do eat
quiche. And giblets. And butter. And anything else left on the table, if they think they can get
away with it. Real cats can hear a fridge door opening two rooms away . . .
'Deftly weaves themes of forgiveness, belief and spiritual regeneration' The Times The
Discworld is very much like our own - if our own were to consist of a flat planet balanced on the
back of four elephants which stand on the back of a giant turtle, that is . . . 'Just because you
can't explain it, doesn't mean it's a miracle.' In the beginning was the Word. And the Word was:
'Hey, you!' This is the Discworld, after all, and religion is a controversial business. Everyone
has their own opinion, and indeed their own gods, of every shape and size, and all elbowing for
space at the top. In such a competitive environment, shape and size can be pretty crucial to
make one's presence felt. So it's certainly not helpful to be reduced to appearing in the form of
a tortoise, a manifestation far below god-like status in anyone's book. In such instances, you
need an acolyte, and fast: for the Great God Om, Brutha the novice is the Chosen One – or at
least the only One available. He wants peace and justice and brotherly love. He also wants the
Inquisition to stop torturing him now, please . . . ___________________ The Discworld novels
can be read in any order but Small Gods is a standalone novel.
Andy and Terry are once again inviting readers to come hang out with them in their astonishing
39-story treehouse (it used to be 13 stories, then 26 stories, but they keep expanding). And
this year they will have even more time to jump on the world's highest trampoline, toast
marshmallows in an active volcano, swim in the chocolate waterfall, pet baby dinosaurs, and
go head-to-trunk with the Trunkinator, since Terry has created the greatest invention that he—or
anyone else—has ever invented . . . a Once-upon-a-time machine that will write and illustrate
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their entire book for them! Join New York Times-bestselling author Andy Griffiths and illustrator
Terry Denton on another wild storytelling adventure in a series Publishers Weekly described as
"Anarchic absurdity at its best." Welcome to The 39-Story Treehouse...What are you waiting
for? Come on up! This title has Common Core connections.
New York Times bestseller • Finalist for the Pulitzer Prize “This is a book to shake up the
world.” —Ann Patchett Nicholas Carr’s bestseller The Shallows has become a foundational
book in one of the most important debates of our time: As we enjoy the internet’s bounties, are
we sacrificing our ability to read and think deeply? This 10th-anniversary edition includes a
new afterword that brings the story up to date, with a deep examination of the cognitive and
behavioral effects of smartphones and social media.
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